Pump bottle accelerators will soon no longer be available.
NCF Quick is the new all in one accelerator
that out performs the others on every count!!!

No more Drips

No evaporation from can

No expiry

No wastage

Straw applicator for those
intricate applications.
Perfect mist of spray

Use with any CA

Value for money
net weight 170g vs 57g

Satellite’s NCF Quick will revolutionise the way you use CA adhesive.
Remember, it was Satellite City who pioneered the development of CA adhesives.
Back in the early 70’s they were a team of dedicated aeromodellers competing in
free flight competitions across the US. In their quest for perfection they formulated
an adhesive specifically for their needs that was light weight and rapid cure.
They literally stumbled across a formulation that would help earn them countless
awards and break every free flight record they challenged.
They keenly shared their discovery with fellow modellers and it soon became
obvious, with the increasing demand, a more serious means of production
would be required. Soon hobbyists nation wide were discovering Hot Stuff's
extraordinary characteristics.
It performed so well, inevitably, modellers started testing it at work
for it's industrial suitability. Once again it performed superbly.
The images alongside reflect how vast & varied the applications of
Satellite CA have become.

From the corner of a Miramar workshop to the
pocket of every US Army medic.
And now 35 years on from the Original Hot Stuff and the innovations
of accelerators and foam friendly variants.
Satellite City has developed 'NCF Quick'
This will replace NCF Hot & Mild & Spray & Cure pump bottle accelerators.

NCF Quick' can be used with any CA adhesive,
and with it you can do almost magical things.
NCF Quick works in three ways to make CA adhesive EASIER, FASTER & STRONGER
STRONGER - because it cleans the surface of the oils that can be found on

almost anything, due to handling or oils which are deposited naturally
from the air which weaken a bond.
To help you and your customers realise the full potential of NCF Quick & make the change
We are offering 'NCF Quick' at an exceptional price.
For a limited time until the end of February '06

"HOT STUFF" original
Thin consistency 3-5 second bond.
For bonding well fitting parts, glassing & finishing
HS-1
14grams
HS-4
57grams
HS-7
28grams
HS-8
113grams
"SUPER T" gap filling
Thick consistency 10-25 second bond.
For bonding parts with a poor fit & porous materials.
HST-1
14grams
HST-4
57grams
HST-7
28grams
HST-8
113grams
"UFO"
Thin consistency 7-15 second bond.
For bonding well fitting parts, glassing & finishing.
Foam friendly -perfect for glassing over foam
User friendly - no odour, no fumes
UFO-7
28grams
UFO-4
57grams
"UFO-T"
Thick consistency 50-60 second bond.
For bonding parts with a poor fit & porous materials
Foam friendly -perfect for bonding foam.
User friendly - no odour, no fumes.
UFO-7T 28grams
UFO-4T 57grams
"NCF accelerator" ( to be superseded by NCF Quick )
CA accelerator pump, mild & hot formula, 8 min on-part life
Dries instantly, no waiting, non CFC
Hot formula is an extremely fast acting accelerator
NCF-2M 57grams
mild
NCF-2
57grams
hot
NCF-18M 511grams
mild
"NCF QUICK" accelerator
Aerosol formula, accelerator for any CA glue, 8 min on-part life
Dries instantly, no waiting, non CFC, economical
no drips, no evaporation from can, no expiry
Comes with straw applicator for those intricate applications
Easier, Faster, Stronger bond
QA-6
170grams
"ULTRA SOLVENT"
Fantastic de-bonding & cleaning-up agent
US-1
57grams

